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Dairy, Egg & Egg Products 

October 14, 2011 

Volume of Japanese cheese imports ranks 2nd in the world 

 

Here we will introduce some survey data 

by research companies for a better, more 

comprehensive understanding of the 

current cheese market in Japan. 

 

Japan relies 80% of the cheese 

consumption on imports. 

On a country basis, Japan ranks 2nd in 

import volume, importing about 200,000 

tons every year. Of that, natural cheese is 95% of the whole, and the rest are processed 

cheese. Looking at the imports of natural cheese on a country basis, 50% is from 

Australia. Fresh cheese holds the majority by category. New Zealand follows Australia, 

and with both Oceania countries, imported natural cheese account for 75%. 

Next, out of the EU countries' breakdown of import volume, Germany (around 10,000 

tons) has the most on the base of total import volume followed by Denmark, Italy, and 

Netherland (all 3 countries around 5000-6000 tons). But looking at fresh cheese, the 

ranking is different with Italy at the top with 3000 tons followed by Denmark, Germany, 

US, Argentina, and Norway. 
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Next is the "Movements in the Domestic Natural Cheese Production Volume by 

Category" (1999~2008). This data will help grasp an idea of the needs in the Japanese 

market. 

 

 

Next is the specified data of "Consumption Volume of Cheese by Use and Business 

Category" (2009) 
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Finally, here is the data of "The Consumption of Imported Natural Cheese by Use and 

Business Category" (2009). 

 

 

The average cheese consumption of the Japanese is about 2 kg a year per person. 

Recently, the cheese consumption volume has not changed. Taking a look at the 

purchasing price of natural cheese per household by category, the largest is the share of 

shredded cheese, which has about half of the shares. Cream cheese and Camembert 

follow this. Looking at these results, not many people eat natural cheese, enjoying the 

flavor each has. That means there is still the potential for an increase in the natural 

cheese. 
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In the past, there was always an epoch on the expanding demand of natural cheese. Also, 

along with event and booms, the diffusion of recipes using cheese helped the growth. 

During the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, many cheese products were imported for foreign 

tourists, and this is where pizza, an idea of eating melted cheese was introduced, which 

helped the consumption growth. During the Osaka Expo held in 1970, European cheeses 

were introduced at the cheese corner at a Netherlands Pavilion and it started to become 

more recognized. In 1999, during the "French Year in Japan", the consumption volume of 

French wine increased vastly. Due to this boom, the effects of polyphenol in wine were 

introduced and the demand for Camembert increased along with wine. Other than that, 

the combination of Bojolet Nouveau and cheese, and due to the recent Italian boom, 

cheeses such as mozzarella and Parmesan used in pizza, salad, and pasta are fixed as the 

absolutely necessary products for Italian dishes. Having over 4000 Italian restaurants is 

also a great existence. 

From all these examples, we could say that there will be future possibilities of growth by 

promoting cheese. The possibility of increase in demand for cheese marketing is quite 

high. Recently, it is pointed out that constituents of cheese are effective to prevention 

and improvement of cancer and lifestyle disease. If these effects are made clear, cheese 

will not only have good taste and nutrition, but also have good prospects as a food with 

health claims. There are hopes for the increase in cheese demands from these factors as 

well. 
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